NAME OF COMMITTEE

2020 Board of Directors Meeting

You are welcome to provide input on paper or via powerpoint; whichever is easier. It doesn’t need to be elaborate, it’s just to keep other committees in the loop and guide our discussion.

CALENDAR UPDATES
Provide committee related calendar updates.

DATES
Monthly Committee Meetings
Dates
Time
Events, as appropriate
Description
Date
Time

2020 GOALS UPDATE
Provide updates for the goals you originally set for 2020. (We aren’t asking for new ideas).

Goal Updates
• Point...
• Point...
• Point

HANDBOOK UPDATES
Provide any ideas for changes or updates to the Handbook as it relates to this committee.

Updates
• Point...
• Point...
• Point...

SUPPORT REQUESTS
Requests of other committees and executive committee for support through 2020; budgets or finances needed.

Requests
• Support Point...
• Support Point...
• Support Point...

SUCCESSION PLANNING
Provide initial thoughts and ideas for committee leadership for June 2021 and beyond.

Possibilities
• Committee Chair:
• Committee Vice Chair:
• Committee Secretary:
• Committee Members:
2020 ORGANIZATION GOALS
Active Engagement in Councils & Membership to Drive Recruitment & Leadership in the Industry, raising brand awareness.

- Drive membership to 2020 in 2020. Support councils such that they are sustainable, fully active, and engaged.
- Drive structure to define the leaders and cultivate a path. Provide leadership & volunteer development opportunities.
- Continue to raise the profile of the association through brand awareness.

VISIONARY IDEA
Identify an idea that will elevate the efforts of your committee and bring a fresh perspective to the organization.

Idea Title
- Describe the idea
- Identify areas for support from the EC or other committees

ENDURANCE IDEA
Support an existing effort by continuing its development, depth, reach, etc.

Goal Title
- Describe the goal
- Identify areas for support from the EC or other committees

REFRESH IDEA
Refresh an existing or previous effort and/or materials and update to bring current with the organization’s current efforts.

Goal Title
- Describe the goal
- Identify areas for support from the EC or other committees

IDEAS FOR ORGANIZATIONAL GOALS
Initial thoughts on the 2021 organizational goals; continue the goals from 2020? Establish new goals?

Goal Title
- Describe the goal